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Your prompt reply with clear
instructions regarding errors /
omissions or for approval is
greatly appreciated

Suicide Prevention
It’s Every Body’s Business!

*Message in a Bottle!*
Got that sinking feeling?
All ‘washed up’ and ready 2 ‘go!’
Someone - who’s been there B4 has left a little note, just 4 U!

‘Alifejacket
4URheart!’

RU drowning in a sea of sadness,
Anger, desperation or despair?
Know there are many who carry 4U
A *Cargo of life saving, loving *Care!
Think U can’t stay aﬂoat anymore,
UR much stronger than you think!
U CAN always make it back from the brink,
Safely to UR shore!
If U never set sail without
This *Life Jacket around UR heart!
You’ll always have or be able to ﬁnd
A landward course 4U to chart.
So if UR seas are dark and stormy,
This little *note will never fail
To keep U in UR tiny boat,
Safe, dry, warm, and always safely aﬂoat!

There’s *LIFE* in THIS bottle!

*Urgent? *Emergency 000.
*Any Doctor. *Lifeline 13 11 14.
*Suicide Callback Line 1300 659 467.
Ad wholly created, written & paid for by sheep farmer Tim Barritt. Barossa Valley, S.A.

This is the proof for your advertisement in this week’s edition of The Byron Shire Echo.
If the ad is correct or requires changes please let us know promptly. If changes are required clearly list all amendments to be
made and return by email or fax. We work to tight production deadlines, therefore if we do not receive a response from you,
we must assume that your ad is correct, and we can therefore accept no responsibility for errors or omissions.
Please note that the purpose of this proof is to check that the content of the advertisement is correct, not to provide a design
mock-up. All instructions regarding design aesthetics must be made clear when booking the ad. Redesigning of layout that
uses an unreasonable amount of production time will be charged at our Art Studio rates of $60/hour.

